MacV: VCSELs for miniature atomic clocks
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Abstract—Compact coherent population trapping (CPT) based
clocks require single-mode, low-power consumption, high-speed
and polarization-stable laser sources. We report our progress in
developing customized vertical cavity surface emitting laser
(VCSEL) diodes designed for operating on the D1 transition of
cesium, and specifically tailored for CPT-based atomic clocks. The
VCSELs provide high power (>1 mW), narrow linewidths (<100
MHz), mode-hop free tunability over 8 nm, and are shown to be
polarization stable over a wide range of operating bias conditions
(average polarization suppression >15 dB).
Preliminary
spectroscopy has been observed.
Keywords—single mode VCSELs; polarization stable lasers;
miniature atomic clocks; coherent population trapping

I.

INTRODUCTION

Coherent population trapping (CPT) atomic clocks have
been well-researched over the past two decades [1-2]. Compact
CPT based clocks often employ vertical cavity surface emitting
laser (VCSEL) diodes due to their low power, narrow
linewidth, and exceptional reliability and lifetime properties [35]. Due to the relatively niche market opportunity for VCSEL
manufacturers, VCSELs operating at the D1 transitions of
cesium or rubidium are scarcely available commercially. Those
which are available often have broad linewidths and operate at
a temperature range that is incompatible with the high operating
temperature within a physics package (>70°C). As a result, we
have developed a new capability in VCSELs tailored for CPT
based atomic clocks, using customized epitaxy grown to
accommodate 894.5 nm lasing at high temperatures, with chip
designs enabling narrow-linewidth, single-mode, stable
polarization and high-speed modulation. Some early results are
presented here.
II.

Fig. 1. (a) LIV characteristics of the VCSELs, and (b) example of a single
mode spectrum indicating the side mode suppression of 33 dB.

(LIV) and spectral characteristics prior to being packaged in a
TO-46 can. The package also contains an integrated thermistor
and Peltier thermo-electric control (TEC). Once packaged, the
diodes were placed in a temperature controlled stage and
characterized for spectral tuning, linewidth, optical intensity,
polarization stability, 3 dB bandwidth, and linear spectroscopy
through cesium atoms.
III.

RESULTS

A low-noise current driver (<40 nA RMS at 2 mA) was used
to characterize the VCSELs. The current-wavelength tuning
coefficient was 0.88 nm/mA and the temperature-wavelength
tuning coefficient was 0.07 nm/K. The optical intensity at 70
°C reached a maximum of 0.9 mW at 5 mA, at which point the
laser intensity began to roll over (fig. 1a). An optical spectrum
is shown in fig. 1b, indicating a side-mode suppression > 30 dB.

VCSEL PRODUCTION AND TESTING

Customized 4” GaAs/AlGaAs epitaxial wafers were grown,
targeting a room temperature photoluminescence peak
wavelength of 882 nm and a room temperature etalon
specification at 892 nm. VCSELs were fabricated on these
wafers with unique designs enabling high-speed operation,
single-mode, narrow-linewidth lasing with stable polarization.
The VCSELs were pre-screened for their light-current-voltage
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Fig. 2. Emission wavelength versus current at different temperatures.

Single mode 894.5 nm lasing at 70°C was achieved using ~4.5
mA drive current (fig. 2). The VCSELs linewidth was ~80
MHz, measured using the delay-line self-heterodyne technique.
Devices with linewidths < 50 MHz have also been measured.

°C steps), indicating strong polarization stability over the
measured range.
IV.

FUTURE WORK

Further iterations of manufacturing are in process, with
improved epitaxial designs to promote fewer losses in the gain
region as well as refinements to the etalon. VCSEL chip designs
have been modified to improve the single-mode yield as well as
improve the linewidth. Further tests are under way to
characterise these VCSELs in a CPT atomic clock test bed.
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